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Featured Post

[image: nation building]Nation Building Masterclass: Introduction
Nation building is a skill anyone can acquire with the right training. Paul Etishion -- an old Washington hand who has guided nation building in dozens of countries like Iraq, Afghanistan, and places you've never even heard of -- is the best in the game and now he is about to share his secrets with you. … Continue Reading

[image: libertarian comedians]Libertarian Comedians: A No Doubt Incomplete List
Libertarian comedians? Eighteen made this list, though there are likely many more. Of course, comedians are by their nature difficult to pin down into a political category -- they tend to want to mock in many directions -- but these selections have at least frequently tilted their comedic swords at the State. … Continue Reading

[image: The Man in the White Suit]The Man in the White Suit (1951)
WINNER: TOP 25 LIBERTARIAN FILMS
A research scientist invents a fabric both indestructible and stainproof, but manufacturing interests and unions try to prevent its production. [ The Man in the White Suit credits: Dir: Alexander MacKendrick/ Alec Guinness, Joan Greenwood, Cecil Parker/ 81 min/ Comedy/ … Continue Reading



Themes

Abuse of power
American revolution
Anti-draft
Anti-regulation
Anti-slavery
Anti-socialism
Anti-taxation
Anti-war
Ayn Rand
Corrupt government
Creator as hero
Democide
Econ 101
Eminent domain
Equality & law
Escape from socialism
Freedom of speech
Free press as hero
Government as bigot
Government as torturer
Government enforced morality
Government healthcare
Government schools
Incompetent government
Individualism
John Stossel
Law & liberty
Legalize Drugs
Libertarian heroes
Libertarianism 101
Power corrupts
Power worship
Pro-capitalism
Pro-immigration
Propaganda
Psychiatric coercion
Resistance to tyranny
Right to secede
Search & seizure
Second amendment
Sexual liberty
Social tolerance
Unions & monopolies
Voluntarism
Working for government



Genres/Categories

Action-Adventure
Animated
Biography
Blog
Comedy
Documentary
Drama
Family
Featured
Film
Foreign
History
Horror
Music-Dance
Netflix
News
Romance
SciFi-Fantasy
Shorts
Thriller
Upcoming
Western



About Miss Liberty

			This site is a collection of films and documentaries of particular interest to libertarians (and those interested in libertarianism). It began as a book, Miss Liberty’s Guide to Film: Movies for the Libertarian Millennium, where many of the recommended films were first reviewed. The current collection has grown to now more than double the number in that original list, and it’s growing still.
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